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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we discuss the interest and the need to evaluate the difﬁculty of single player video games.
We ﬁrst show the importance of difﬁculty, drawing from semiotics to explain the link between tensionresolution cycles and challenge with the player’s enjoyment. Then, we report related work on automatic
gameplay analysis. We show through a simple experimentation that automatic video game analysis is
both practicable and can lead to interesting results. We argue that automatic analysis tools are limited
if they do not consider difﬁculty from the player point of view. The last two sections provide a player
and Game Design oriented deﬁnition of the challenge and difﬁculty notions in games. As a consequence
we derive the property that must fulﬁl a measurable deﬁnition of difﬁculty.
Ó 2011 International Federation for Information Processing Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

2. Scaling the difﬁculty

One of the fundamental issues to tackle in the design of video
games is mostly referred to as creating a well-shaped difﬁculty curve.
This means that one of the core element of a good game design is to
make the game just as difﬁcult as it has to be, so that the player
feels challenged enough, but not too much. However, game creators cannot rely on strong tools to help them in this task, and
there is not even a clear and accepted deﬁnition of difﬁculty as a
measurable parameter. For now, game difﬁculty adjustment is a
subjective and iterative process. Level and game designers create
a sequence of challenges and set their parameters to match their
chosen difﬁculty curve. Finding the right sequence and tuning
every challenge rely mainly on playtesting performed by the
designers. Playtesting is a heavy time consuming task, and it’s very
hard for a designer to evaluate the difﬁculty of a challenge he created and played for many hours. Our goal is to provide a clear, general and measurable deﬁnition of the difﬁculty in games. We must
rely on accepted deﬁnitions of video games and works relating the
games difﬁculty to the games quality, as perceived by the player.
We present related work on automatic gameplay analysis, and
then report a ﬁrst experiment with a basic synthetic player. We
then deﬁne difﬁculty, taking into account the player experience
and a function of time. To conclude, we propose a way to explore
the link between the player abilities and the probability to lose a
challenge, providing an interesting measure for the game designer
to explore the difﬁculty of his game’s challenges.

Difﬁculty scaling is a fundamental part of game design [1,2].
However, this is not an obvious consequence of accepted deﬁnitions of video game. Jesper Juul has listed many of them and has
proposed a synthesis [3]. We start from Juul’s deﬁnition to explain
why difﬁculty scaling is so important in game design:
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‘A game is a rule-based formal system with a variable and quantiﬁable outcome, where different outcomes are assigned different
values, the player exerts effort in order to inﬂuence the outcome,
the player feels attached to the outcome, and the consequences of
the activity are optional and negotiable.’
This deﬁnition gives a clear, precise idea of how a game system
behaves, and manages to take into account the most interesting
parts of the previous deﬁnitions. But for our purpose, we must explain more precisely why difﬁculty is a primary component of any
gameplay. The fact that the player exerts effort in order to inﬂuence
the outcome, and feels attached to the outcome is the core point. To
point out the important components of a gameplay, and foremost
the link between caring about difﬁculty and making a good game,
it is necessary to coin a deﬁnition that leaves aside the game’s
dynamics structure and focuses on video games from the player’s
point of view.
Robin Hunicke describes a game using a Mechanics, Dynamics
and Aesthetics (MDA) framework [4]. Mechanics are the tools we
use to build a game (e.g. physics engines, pathﬁnding algorithm. . .),
Dynamics describes the way the Mechanic’s components behave in
response to the player, and Aesthetics is the desirable emotional
responses evoked to the player. Of course, the design goals is the
Aesthetics, that is to say the player’s emotions. We argue that
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the difﬁculty of challenges greatly inﬂuences video game’s aesthetics and thus plays a central role in game design.
Umberto Eco’s book The open work is a fundamental research
about interactive art’s aesthetics [5]. Umberto Eco states that when
we face a piece of art, we are interpreting it, seeking patterns and
looking for information. Depending on our culture and knowledge,
we will ﬁnd something to grab on within the stimulating ﬁeld of
the piece of art. But then we will go further, and ﬁnd another interpretation and feel lost for short moment, while shaping our new
pattern. Moreover, when a piece of art is interactive, the aesthetic
value comes both from the tension resolution and from the fact
that this resolution is a consequence of our choice. Assuming that
a video game is an open work we can propose a similar analysis.
Every time the player faces an obstacle, he gets lost for a few seconds. Then he ﬁnds and chooses a pattern, presses the right buttons, and takes pleasure both from resolving a tension and from
making a choice. Thus, we can draw from Umberto Eco’s work that
in video games, challenge is fundamental because it creates tension situations that the player has to solve and the opportunity
of meaningful choices.
Related work on video game player’s enjoyment support our
analysis and place challenge at the center of video game’s aesthetics. In his book A Theory of Fun for Game Design, Ralph Koster
states that we have fun playing games when we discover a new
pattern, i.e. a strategy that we apply to overcome a challenge
[6]. Sweetser and al see challenge as one of the most important
part of their Game Flow framework [7]. Yannakakis et al. measure
player enjoyment from challenge, besides behavior and spatial
diversity [8].
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s Theory of Flow, that researchers have
applied to video game as a measure of the player’s enjoyment,
helps us to make a link between the difﬁculty of a challenge and
the player’s enjoyment [9,10,7]. A player is in a Flow status, and
thus enjoying the game, when the task is neither too hard nor
too easy. It is thus not enough to create tension situations and to
give the player choices to resolve this tension. A good game design
must accurately scale the difﬁculty of a challenge to have a tension
level that leads to the player’s enjoyment. Thus, a deﬁnition of a
game from the Aesthetic point of view and centered on challenges
could be:
‘Regarding challenges, the Aesthetics of a game is created by tension-resolution cycles, where the tension is kept under a certain
threshold, and where the resolution of a cycle depends on the
player’s choices.’

This deﬁnition does not take into account every aspect of game
aesthetic but is focused on challenge, that most studies consider as
a core component of game’s aesthetics. Tension situations that the
player seeks and try to solve have been created by the game designer and the amount of tension they deliver directly stems from
their complexity. As a result, difﬁculty scaling is a central task of a
good game design. Games already propose multiple difﬁculty levels [1], and sometimes even Dynamic Difﬁculty Adjustment [2],
manipulating some speciﬁc parameters of the gameplay in real
time [4], or automatically scaling the game AI capacity [11]. But
whichever difﬁculty scaling method the game designer uses, he
must still tune them properly. It is sometimes really hard to guess
to which extent a change in a low level parameter will just make
the game a bit harder or dramatically change the gameplay [1],
and tuning is one of the most time consuming area in game AI
development [12]. This is the design process that we want to
shorten by providing tools that will help game designers evaluating the impact of any difﬁculty scaling parameter on the ﬁnal

difﬁculty curve. It’s then fundamental to provide game designers
with strong tools and a deﬁnition of difﬁculty as a measurable
parameter.

3. Related work: testing with a synthetic player
Our goal is to evaluate a parameter or a set of parameters that
can be considered as a measure of a game difﬁculty. There are
two theoretical approaches to evaluate such a parameter. The ﬁrst
way is to ﬁnd, according to the game structure, a mathematical
expression of the parameter and to solve the corresponding equations. The complexity of a game and the notion of difﬁculty tend to
show that this approach is not practicable. The second solution is
to experiment the game and measure the parameter. To experiment the game, we may use either a real or a synthetic player.
The main advantage of using a real player is that it demonstrates
human behaviors. In counterpart he plays slowly, becomes tired
and his behavior is only known through the game interface. The
synthetic player is tireless, plays quickly and his behavior can be
fully understood. The design of the synthetic player allows to simulate some foreseen behavior of a real player (risky or careful, for
example) and some simple learning techniques.
Gameplay testing has already been the subject of many interesting researches. Alasdair Macleod studied gameplay testing of
Perudo, a bidding dice game, simulating plays with a multi-agent
system [13]. He wanted to modify Perudo’s gameplay to make it
more fair, and added a rule which he thought would help losing
players to stay in the game. By running the experiment and analyzing the modiﬁed game, he obtained the counter-intuitive result
that the rule was not helping the players at all. These results shows
that self-play testing can help testing gameplay modiﬁcations.
Neil Kirby analyzed Minesweeper, replacing the player by a rule
based AI [14]. Each rule was related to a different play complexity.
He found out that Minesweeper was surprisingly not as hard as he
supposed it to be, as the most part of the board was often solved
using only the very simple rule. These results point out that
automated techniques can provide interesting approaches to study
video game difﬁculty.
Both Perudo and Minesweeper are simple games, but automated analysis can also be applied to complex off-the-shelf
games. Bullen et al. used Unreal Engine (Epic Games) and created
a gameplay mutator providing sensors to log useful game events
[15]. They tested Unreal Tournament 2004 (Epic Games) using
partial and fully automated testing (i.e. both during player vs AI
and only AI games). They pointed out that fully automated tests
had to be done with a speciﬁc AI, because standard AI was not
aggressive enough. The fact is that standard Unreal Tournament
AI has been created to entertain the player, not to mimic his
behavior, and thus is not able to fully explore the gameplay. Recently, Lankveld et al. proposed to analyze a game difﬁculty using
incongruity, the distance between the actual dynamics of the
game and the mental model the player has built [16]. They plan
to infer the complexity of the player’s mental model, and thus
the difﬁculty of the game, by monitoring his actions. These works
show that, to be useful, a synthetic player must simulate in some
way a real player.
Automated game analysis can be done at several levels. Nantes
et al. distinguish Entertainment Inspection (i.e. gameplay testing),
Environment Integrity Inspection (i.e. Sounds, graphics related issues) and Software Inspection [17]. Their system targets Environment Integrity Inspection, using Computer Vision, and especially
corner detection to detect aliasing issues in shadows rendering.
This is a complementary approach to the one we propose, and Nantes et al. acknowledge the need of analysis tools at every inspection
level.
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As we argued in the previous section, Machine Learning is particularly interesting in automated gameplay testing. If we want the
synthetic player to test behaviors that were not under consideration before, it must explore the game state space by himself.
Many researchers explore how machine learning can be helpful
to video game development, and especially concerning automated
testing. Chan et al. use a Genetic Algorithm to create sequences of
actions corresponding to unwanted behavior in FIFA-99 (EA
Games) [18]. They also consider that the game dynamics is too
complex to be fully formalized, due to the reason of huge branching factor, indeterminism and the fact that even designers never
formally deﬁne it. There is thus a need to build an AI driven agent
to explore this dynamics, here using evolution techniques. Spronck
et al. also took the same approach, making neural networks evolve
to test a simpliﬁed version of the spaceships game PICOVERSE, providing an insightful analysis of its AI driven opponents [19].
Automated learning approaches becomes inadequate when it
comes to creating characters with complex behaviors automatically from scratch, as sated John E. Laird [20]. But many researchers
use games to evaluate machine learning techniques. The game is
often considered as a reference problem to be solved by the AI. Pacman (Namco) [21], for example, has been the subject of many researches, applying various techniques to create synthetic players,
from Neural Network Evolution [22–24], to Reinforcement Learning [25], Genetic Programming [26] and genetic evolution of a
rule-based system [27]. Yannakakis et al. [8] takes another point
of view. They use synthetic characters to maximize player enjoyment, and validate their measure of enjoyment, based on challenge, behavior diversity and spatial diversity . These results
show that machine learning techniques can be useful when analyzing a gameplay.

4. Case study
4.1. The experiment
These sections present an analysis of a Pacman-like predatorprey computer game. We built a simpliﬁed version of Pacman,
using only one ghost chasing Pacman. Both Pacman and the ghost
use A⁄ pathﬁnding. The whole graph and shortest path were built
and stored at startup and stored to save calculation power. The
challenge is to eat a maximal number of pellet without being killed
by the ghost. The synthetic player has a partial view of the game. It
knows ﬁve parameters. The ﬁrst one had four values, giving the
direction of the nearest pellet. The four other dimensions describe
the four Pacman directions. For each direction, Pacman knows
whether he is facing a wall (0), a ghost one (1) or two (2) step away
from him, a free-of-ghosts path less than 18 steps long (3), or freeof-ghosts path longer than 18 steps long (4). We choose this game
state abstraction because we consider that the main information
that a real player uses is the path to the nearest pellet and the
safety of the fourth direction he can take.
The only ghost in the maze, Blinky, has been programmed to
chase the player, taking the shortest path to reach him. In Pacman
original rules, ghosts periodically enter scatter mode and stop chasing the player to go back to their respective board corner. But as a
ﬁrst step, we wanted to maintain the rules at their minimum complexity, so that results could be more easily interpreted. The synthetic player AI was programmed with a Markov Decision
Process, using reinforcement learning with Q-Learning algorithm
with eligibility traces ðQ ðkÞÞ [28]. Parameters for Q ðkÞ were
a ¼ 0:1; c ¼ 0:95; k ¼ 0:90. We balanced exploration and exploitation using -greedy action selection algorithm, with  ¼ 0:05.
We consider the analysis of Pacman difﬁculty according to a
single gameplay parameter: the player speed. The number of
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Fig. 1. Pacman score at different speeds – 5000 last games mean value.

pellets eaten by Pacman is our difﬁculty evaluation function. We
choose this parameter because in Pacman original gameplay,
ghosts/Pacman relative speed is already used to scale difﬁculty
[21]. Every 14 frame, Blinky changes its position, moving one step
up, down, left or right. Each step is 16 pixel long, the distance between two pellets. Besides going up, down, left or right like the
ghost, the player also has the option to do nothing and stay at
the same place. We tested the synthetic player’s performance for
different gameplay conﬁguration.
4.2. Results
We run six experiments with speed varying from 0 (i.e. Pacman
and the ghost move every 14 frame) to 7 (i.e. Blinky still moves
every 14 frames but Pacman moves every 7 frame). We let the synthetic player develop his policy during 50000 games, Pacman having 3 lives per game.
The Fig. 1 presents a synthetic view of these results. What we
can extrapolate from these is that modifying Pacman’s speed, the
difﬁculty tends not to be modiﬁed in a linear way. There is much
less difference in Pacman score between speed 0 and 5 than between speeds 5 and 7. Such an analysis could be useful for a game
designer when tuning the difﬁculty. He can understand that when
Pacman speed gets closer to twice the ghost speed, then the games
get really easier. Between 0 and 5, difﬁculty raises almost linearly.
4.3. Critical analysis
These results show that it is possible to evaluate a difﬁculty
curve, for a given game with a given challenge whose difﬁculty
can be tuned according to a given parameter. However, this experiment is just an attempt to describe difﬁculty for a speciﬁc game. It
does not give us a general framework we could apply to any game
to measure its difﬁculty. The next step is thus to ﬁnd a general and
precise deﬁnition of the difﬁculty.
5. The meaning of challenge and difﬁculty
At this point we have used the term of difﬁculty in games without providing any deﬁnition of this word. We shall not try to give a
general deﬁnition of difﬁculty covering a wide range of psychological aspects from emotional problems to intellectual and physical
challenges. Instead, we consider the notion of difﬁculty in the
sense used in game design, that is video games are built as combinations or sequences of predeﬁned challenges. Thus, the study of
the overall difﬁculty for a given video game involves studying
the difﬁculty players experiment when overcoming individual
challenges in that game.
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In this section we give a precise deﬁnition of challenges in video
games and explain how the progression of difﬁculty while playing
a given path of challenges in a video game can be seen as the progression of the difﬁculties for each challenge in the sequence of
challenges the player actually attempt to overcome. We discuss
on the aspects a measurable notion of challenge difﬁculty must involve and we end by deﬁning this notion as a conditional
probability.
5.1. Challenges and their difﬁculty
In game playing, a level of difﬁculty is related to the player skills
or abilities to overcome a given challenge. We must ﬁrst deﬁne the
notion of challenge in games. Starting from Juul’s deﬁnition, we
can consider that a video game challenge is by itself a sub-game:
a rule based system with variable and quantiﬁed outcomes.
According to the quantiﬁcation, some of the outcomes may be considered either as a success or a failure. A general deﬁnition of the
difﬁculty must allow considering either binary (WIN, LOSE) or discrete (from 0 to N points) quantiﬁcation. Without losing generality,
we consider that in all cases the designer can deﬁne a binary function that can decide whether the player has won or lost, and thus,
we adopt a binary quantiﬁcation in the rest of this section.
This leads to the two following deﬁnitions: a video game challenge is a dynamic rule based system with two outcomes WIN or
LOSE. At a given time t a challenge can be in one of the four possible
states NOT STARTED, IN PROGESS, WIN, LOSE, according to the following automaton (Fig. 2).
A solution of a challenge is a sequence of player’s actions and
the corresponding game feedback that leads the automaton from
the NOT STARTED state to the WIN state.
In games solving a challenge may imply to solve a set of subchallenges. The structure of the game as a set of quests and levels
is a logical, topological and, as a consequence, temporal combination of challenges (see [29] for a formal deﬁnition of this organization). Consider two challenges a and b and a game where the player
must solve a to solve b; a is said to be a sub-challenge of b. When the
player knows how to solve b, he knows how to solve a. As a consequence any solutions of b includes at least one of the solutions of a.
5.2. Progression of difﬁculty
In video games, the choice of challenges and the succession of
challenges is related to the ﬂow principle explained in Section 2.
In many Game Design books, the progression of tension cycles is
presented using the Learning/Difﬁculty curves as depicted in
Fig. 3 [30],[31]. At any time of the game, the difﬁculty of the next
challenge must be a little higher than the current level of the
player apprenticeship. When he wins the challenge and the tension
decreases, the player gets new skills and abilities. This correlated
progression of skills abilities and difﬁculty must be kept all along
the game.

Fig. 2. Automaton of a challenge.

Fig. 3. Difﬁculty and learning curves.

The same idea is expressed by Jesper Juul using the notion of
repertoire of methods [32]
‘At every instant within a game, a player has created for himself a
collection of methods and strategic rules which he has devised and
which he applies (the player’s repertoire). One strength of a good
game is to constantly challenge the player, which in turn leads
him to constantly ﬁnd new strategies, apart of those already in
the repertoire’.
Thus, we propose to study the difﬁculty of each challenge
played in a given sequence as a mean to follow the progression
of difﬁculty for that particular path in the game.
We distinguish two ways of controlling the difﬁculty progression: (a) the progression of skills and (b) the combination of
challenges. The progression of skills relates the difﬁculty of a given challenge according to the mastering of a given set of
parameters. Here, difﬁculty relates to an idea of complexity:
what type of problem a human ‘‘processor’’ is able to face taking
into account his level of practice. How far can he move buttons,
memorize conﬁguration, how precise can be his shot, how long
can he stay on one foot? As in any sport or mental exercise,
the player’s practice enhances his skills, and the same challenge
can be solved using parameters chosen to increase the level of
difﬁculty.
The second way of controlling the progression of difﬁculty we
identify is by combining several challenges. The solution of many
game challenges rely on mastering a set of basic techniques and
then in trying to combine them. In strategy games, you master ﬁrst
the strength and movements of units, then the position of production units, then the technological evolution. At each level of a
game, the player understands new mechanisms, then slowly combines them. It is the same with basic attacks and combo in ﬁghting
games, with group strategy in FPS, and, at last but not least, the
increasing complexity of puzzles in adventure games.
As an illustration, consider the three following challenges: (A)
Send a ball in a basket. For a given ball the difﬁculty of A decrease
with the size X of the basket. (B) Press a button when a given event
occurs. The difﬁculty decreases with the accepted error E between
the date of the event and the moment when the button is pressed.
(C) For given X and E, sending a ball in a basket when a given event
occurs is more difﬁcult than A followed by B. The point here is that
challenge (C) is a combination of challenges (A) and (B), such that
the individual mastering of the two latter allow the player to increase his skills and eventually overcome (C).
Based on these assumptions about what we could call, the composionality of challenges, we consider that in a game, the progression of difﬁculty relies on the use of two sets of challenges:
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We propose a deﬁnition of the difﬁculty D for a given challenge a
and related to tile t as the conditional probability:

in games. In our deﬁnition we do not assume the way the time
inﬂuence the difﬁculty of a challenge. This relation is needed as
we deﬁne the Difﬁculty as a stochastic process. The deﬁnition
and parameters evaluation of such a process are related to a behavior observed over a given period. Our deﬁnition is directly inspired
by the formal speciﬁcation of dependability parameters such the
safety or the availability of a system. For example, S(t), the safety
of a plane during a ﬂy (probability that a catastrophic event
does not occur before the time t) is not, in general, a simple function of the mission time. The asymptotic safety S⁄, the probability
that the ﬂy end safely, is the equivalent of the asymptotic difﬁculty
D⁄.
Moreover, difﬁculty should be deﬁned as a stochastic process,
as it is the way it is considered when building a gameplay. Indeed,
shaping a player’s experience and thus crafting the right difﬁculty
curve implies a through understanding of the time it takes to win a
challenge. Thus, D ðaÞ is a good, synthetic estimation of the challenge’s a difﬁculty, but D(a,t) gives some precious additional information to the game designer.
In an open game, there is a small chance that two players will
reach the same challenge following the same history. Hence A,
the set of challenges being solved by the two players, could be different. So, it is necessary to drive the tester with a walk-through. In
this case the difﬁculty D and the easiness E can be statistically estimated, and, under some ergodic assumptions D ðaÞ and E ðaÞ also.
This can lead to validate experimentally numerous assumptions
about the learning and the difﬁculty curves. For example, if a is a
sub-challenge of b then D ðaÞ < D ðbÞ. In the same case, if the
player plays twice a, even if he loses the ﬁrst execution, the second
one should be less difﬁcult. Lets denote ðaknowingaÞ this second
challenge:

Dða; tÞ ¼ ProbabilityfLOSEða; tÞ=Ag

D ðb knowing aÞ 6 D ðbÞ

 A set of basic or atomic challenges, whose complexity can be
controlled through a set of parameters.
 A partially ordered1 set of composite challenges, built on top of
atomic challenges. The solutions of composite challenges can be
deduced from those of lower level challenges.
5.3. The difﬁculty evaluation function for a given challenge
Our aim is to give a measurable notion of the difﬁculty DðaÞ for a
given challenge a. Let us set up some properties that must fulﬁl this
function:
 D must be measurable using for example a tool able to record
the internal states of the game.
 D must allow comparing the difﬁculty of challenges of the same
‘‘kind’’ (jumping in platform game, for example).
 D must be relative to the game history, in particular to the progression of the player’s skill according to the set of challenges
already overcome.
Let A be the set of all challenges that have been solved before
time 0. We deﬁne LOSEða; tÞ and WINða; tÞ as the following events:
 LOSEða; tÞ=the automaton of a reaches the state LOSE before time
t, starting at time 0.
 WINða; tÞ=the automaton of a reaches the state WIN before time
t, starting at time 0.

ð1Þ

The easiness E of a can be also deﬁned in the same way:

Eða; tÞ ¼ ProbabilityfWINða; tÞ=Ag

ð2Þ

At all time Dða; tÞ þ Eða; tÞ 6 1. We can also consider the steady state
difﬁculty and easiness:

D ðaÞ ¼ lim Dða; tÞ and E ðaÞ ¼ lim Eða; tÞ
t!1

t!1

ð3Þ

If challenge a must necessarily be ﬁnished in the game then we
have:

D ðaÞ þ E ðaÞ ¼ 1

ð4Þ

These functions gives us two kind of information about the challenge difﬁculty. First, E gives us the difﬁculty of the challenge in
terms of the probability that a player overcomes it. But we also
can be more precise and with Eða; tÞ, get the probability that a
player has to overcome the challenge before time t. We assume that
designers are able to implement in the game code some triggers
associated to the transitions in each challenge automaton during
a test performed by players. The time needed to perform a challenge
and the fact that a challenge has been successful or not can be
recorded.
The deﬁnition of the difﬁculty of a challenge as a function of
time does not mean that the difﬁculty of a challenge is, in general,
simply related to the time spend to overcome the challenge. The
difﬁculty of some challenges is a decreasing function of the time
to over come it: disarm a bomb on less than one minute. It can also
be an increasing function when, for example, the number of enemies increase with time spend in a room. The time spend to solve
an enigma is related to its difﬁculty. Many other cases can be found
1

In the sense of challenges that can be played following a given scenario.

If a is a sub-challenge of b and if the player has already played a before b then

D ðb knowing aÞ 6 D ðbÞ
Deﬁning the difﬁculty of the game as a probability is also very useful as it helps us getting a precise evaluation of the challenge’s difﬁculty, which only depends on a stable, accepted variable of the
gameplay: the challenge’s binary result. Indeed, only taking into account the binary result would not be appropriate without a statistical approach: the tuning of a gameplay variable can lead to subtle
changes in the difﬁculty, that a binary measure is not able to represent. But from many observations of this binary result, we can get a
fairly precise evaluation of the challenge’s difﬁculty.
This section has described a general deﬁnition of difﬁculty for a
given challenge in the context of a given path of challenges. It can
be measured experimentally, using many players constrained to a
speciﬁc follow up of challenges by a walk-through. In order to simplify the formulaes of the next section, we assume that any time
we write D we implicitly refer to D , and that as a result, we can
always take again into account the time in any of the next deﬁnitions of difﬁculty. The next section adopts a complementary approach by exploring the relationship between the basic behaviors
the player learns and practices when playing a game, and his probability to lose or win a challenge according the level of his mastering of them.
6. Abilities and difﬁculty
In this section we propose a method to analyse the link between a challenge’s difﬁculty and the abilities the player has to
develop in order to win it. We call abilities the basic behaviors
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the player has to learn and practice in order to increase his efﬁciency at playing the game. In a racing game for example, the
player learns to follow the best trajectory for every road bend
type, like sharp bends or double bends. In shooting games, the
player learns to be more and more accurate with each weapon,
and to keep changing his direction, to prevent the other players
from aiming at him. If correctly executed, these abilities will help
the player to win the challenge. Our objective here is to link the
player’s level for a given ability to the probability to win or lose
the challenge.
We deﬁne the relation between the level of a given ability and
the result of a challenge completion as a conditional probability,
that is, the probability to lose a challenge knowing the player’s current ability level. What we propose to measure is the player level
for one speciﬁc ability while he is playing a given challenge. Having
done many of these measures2 for each level of a particular ability,
we are able to calculate the probability the player has to win the
challenge, knowing his level for that ability. We thus statistically
estimate the relation between the ability level of the player and
the challenge completion probability. To keep our proposal simple,
we consider a ﬁnite and small number of levels.
This conditional probability can reveal many aspects of the
gameplay. It can be used to understand which ability is the most
important to win a challenge. A strong correlation between the
ability level and the probability to win the challenge means that
this ability is an important aspect of the gameplay for this
challenge. It can also be used as a comparison basis between challenges3: an important variation of the required ability level between
two consecutive challenges denotes an important change in the
gameplay between these challenges. It can also be used as a prediction tool: if we know, from statistical measures, the probability one
has to win a speciﬁc challenge for a given ability level, we can observe a player, calculate his current level for this ability and get as
a result his probability to win the challenge. This kind of prediction
can be very useful when dynamically adjusting the difﬁculty of a
game, for instance.
The remainder of this section explains how to calculate the
probability the player has to lose, knowing his level for one speciﬁc
ability.

 the function plev elc ðaÞ : A  C ! L is the player level for ability
a, when the player is engaged in the challenge c. The method
to compute this function is given in the next section.
Given these deﬁnitions, we state a link between the challenge c
and an level of player mastering for ability a, as the conditional
probability dðc; aÞ, given by:

dðc; aÞ ¼ ProbabilityfLOSEðcÞ=plev elða; cÞg

ð5Þ

In the next sections, we will statistically evaluate, for each value of
plev elc ðaÞ, that is fbad; av erage; goodg in this article, the probability
the player has to lose the challenge. The ﬁrst step, explained in the
next section, is to calculate the player level for a given ability a and
a given challenge c, that we call plev elc ðaÞ.
6.2. Computation of plev elc ðaÞ
We propose to statistically evaluate the player level for an ability from his playing history during a session game. We assume two
hypothesis here: the player behavior can be recorded, as a follow
up of game events that we call a trace; the game designer, as an expert, can help us determine the most important events describing
the player behavior, in the context of a speciﬁc ability we try to
measure. We will use this trace of game events to estimate the
player level for a given ability.
The next following sections describe the traces of events and
the calculation of the ability level.
6.2.1. Trace of events
We are measuring a player’s ability for some speciﬁcs challenge
and ability. To do so, we record what happens in the game when
the player is trying to solve the challenge, and measure the quality
of his behavior along the dimension of our chosen ability. We do
not record every change in the game state, but only the changes related to the player ability we want to measure. If we measure accuracy, we only need to record two speciﬁc events: when the player
shoots and when he hits the target. We will thus record traces of
these events, that we deﬁne as follow:

6.1. Assumptions and notations
In this section, we ﬁrst set up some hypothesis and notations
we will use further. We start by deﬁning the player level for an
ability.
The ability level must be calculated for a speciﬁc ability, and a
speciﬁc challenge. Indeed, the player’s level for an ability depends
on the context and can vary between challenges: for example, the
faster the targets will move, the lower the player accuracy will be.
To keep the model as simple as possible, the ability level will be a
discrete value, for instance4 one of the following: fbad; av erage;
goodg. We thus assume the following:
 a game is made of challenges, called c 2 C.
 the player develop abilities, called a 2 A.
 each ability can be mastered at a certain discrete level l 2 L.
In this article, we consider L as having three levels: L ¼
fbad; av erage; goodg.

2

For many players.
We compare them on the basis of the same ability.
4
The number of levels is not a ﬁxed value, and can be modiﬁed to match the
needed level of description. But the more precise the model is, the more data it must
be fed with to be statistically valid.
3

 a game event gea;c is an important change in the game state
related to the ability a we are measuring during the challenge c.
 a challenge ends when it reaches a terminal state, that is when
the player has won or lost this challenge (see the automaton in
Fig. 2).
 When the player tries to complete a challenge c, he is involved
in a challenge session sa;c , related to an ability a.
 a challenge session trace t a;c 2 T a;c is the sequence of all game
events gea;c recorded during a challenge session sa;c .
 the function resultðt a;c Þ : T a;c ! fwin; loseg determines if, at the
end of a given challenge session, the player has won or lost
the challenge.
6.2.2. Abilities and subgoals
All our measures rely on one central hypothesis: we suppose
that the main goal of the player is to win the challenge he is involved in. To overcome it, the player repeatedly tries to reach short
term goals, or sub-goals, that allow him to move closer from his
main goal. When playing a game like God of War (Sony – Santa
Monica Studio), the player is slashing group of enemies, one after
the other. Each groups can be considered as a challenge. But when
playing, his actual goal is to execute a combo at the right moment,
to kill as many enemies as possible. He will try to reach this subgoal as often as possible, and eventually will kill all the enemies
and progress to the next challenge.
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We suppose also, that mastering an ability eventually leads the
player to reach a certain sub-goal5 when playing the game. During
one challenge session, many games involve the repetition of the basic behaviors we call abilities. Thus, the player will try, again and
again, to attain the sub-goal related to the ability we measure, with
a certain probability of success. During a challenge session, we will
count how many times the player succeed of fail to attain this
sub-goal, and thus get a statistical measure of the ability level from
his many attempts to reach it.
The attainment of this sub-goal must only depend on the player
level for this ability. For example, in Mario series (Nintendo), we
cannot measure the player ability to kill mushrooms from the goal
of staying alive: it is a too broad goal, also inﬂuenced by the
player’s capacity to jump from a platform to another one, avoid
turtles shells, and many others. But the sub goal of having a dead
mushroom is perfect for this ability.
Given a challenge session trace, we assume being able to identify when the player has reached the sub-goal related to the ability,
and when he has failed reaching it. If we do so, we can evaluate at
which frequency the player has reached the sub-goal, and use this
score as the player level for this ability. Having a trace
tða; cÞ 2 Tða; cÞ of all game events happening during a session for
a challenge c and ability a, we need to fulﬁll the following conditions in order to calculate the player level:
 each ability a 2 A that the player can use in challenge c must
correspond to a short term goal g a;c of the player.
 there exists a bijective function subgoalc ðaÞ, statically deﬁned
with the assistance of the game designer, giving the subgoal
g a;c related to an ability a during a challenge c.
 we must be able to count, in challenge session trace t a;c , how
many times the player has reached g a;c , which we deﬁne as
the function nsuccessc ðt; aÞ
 we must be able to count, in challenge session trace t a;c , how
many times the player has failed to reach g a;c 6, which we deﬁne
as the function nfailurec ðt; aÞ
If we know how many times the player succeeded or failed to
reach the sub-goal related to an ability, we know the probability
the player has to reach the sub goal:

ProbaSubgoalc ðt; aÞ ¼

nsuccessc ðt; aÞ
nsuccessc ðt; aÞ þ nfailurec ðt; aÞ

ð6Þ

The result probability is thus a score for the player level on a given ability, during a challenge session trace. We will not keep this
value but to lower down the complexity of the player model, map
it into the discrete values, of L ¼ fbad; av erage; goodg. The mapping
could, for example, be deﬁned as follow:

8
iff 0 6 ProbaSubgoalc ðt; aÞ < 0:3
>
< bad
plev elc ðt; aÞ ¼ av erage iff 0:3 6 ProbaSubgoalc ðt; aÞ < 0:6
>
:
good
iff 0:6 6 ProbaSubgoalc ðt; aÞ 6 1
ð7Þ
The following algorithm shows the calculus of the function
plev elc ðt; aÞ. The function do have a challenge as a parameter, as
we only give the traces we recorded for a speciﬁc challenge and
ability.
5
That we assume such that there is a unique sub-goal for each ability, and
conversely.
6
That hypothesis amounts to being able to recognize patterns of events
corresponding to the attainment of given sub-goal.
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1function plevel(Ability a, Trace t)
2
return Level
3{
4
var g=subgoal(a,c); //Get the subgoal related to a and c
5
var nbsuccess=0; //To count the successes
6
var nbtotal=0; //it Total counter
7
8
foreach subtrace ti of t where players tries
to reach g
9
{
10
if(success(ti, g)) //If goal reached
11
nbsuccess++;
12
nbtotal++;
13 }
14
15 //Get the probability to reach the sub-goal
16 var p=nbsucess / nbtotal;
17
18 //Map it to a discrete value
19 var level=‘‘bad’’;
20 if(p>0.3)
21
level=‘‘average’’;
22 if(p>0.6)
23
level=‘‘good’’;
24
25 return level;
26}

Many different means can be used to know if a player tries
to reach a subgoal (line 8 of the previous algorithm). We will
explore different options, the ﬁrst one being to manually deﬁne a state machine that recognizes when a follow up of
events means that the player has succeeded or failed to reach
the goal.
Now that we can calculate, for a given ability and a challenge
record session, the player level, we are ready to calculate d, and
will do so in the next section. We will record many challenge execution trace for a given challenge, group them according to the
player ability level we observe in the trace, and thus calculate
the probability the player has to lose in each case of the conditional
probability d, for each player ability level. The next section explains
this part of the calculus.
6.3. Calculating d
We are going to statistically evaluate d, using the set of traces
T a;c we have recorded. We partition the set Tða; cÞ of all the challenge session traces we recorded for challenge c and ability a, into
av erage
cardðLÞ subsets: T bad
; T good
a;c ; T a;c
a;c , using plev elc ðt; aÞ s:
 T bad
a;c will contain all the traces t a;c 2 T a;c where plev elc ðt; aÞ ¼ bad
 T aa;cv erage will contain all the traces t a;c 2 T a;c where plev elc ðt; aÞ ¼
av erage
 T good
will contain all the traces t a;c 2 T a;c where plev elc ðt; aÞ ¼
a;c
good.
Our partition groups traces into subsets by ability level. Each of
these levels is a different value of the conditional part of the probability d. The next step is to estimate the probability to lose, for
each ability level.
As we said in the previous section, we can also know, for any
challenge session trace, if the player has won or lost the challenge,
that is, the challenge sessions result resultc ðt; aÞ. We can thus
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count, in any subset T 0 of T a;c , the number of traces where the
player has lost, which we will call nlostðT 0 Þ.
Given the number of lost challenge sessions in each partition
subset nlostðT 0 Þ, we can now get the player’s probability to lose
for each ability level, that is, for each subset of T a;c :

ProbaLostðT 0 Þ ¼

nlostðT 0 Þ
cardðT 0 Þ

ð8Þ

We can then build the whole conditional probability table for
the function d for an ability a and a challenge c. We calculate from
av erage
our trace in T c , the value ProbaLostðT 0 Þ, for every T 0 ; T bad
;
a;c ; T a;c
T good
,
These
values
correspond
to
the
probability
to
lose
for
each
a;c
player level of plev elc ðt; aÞ and we thus know all the conditional
probabilities of the function d:

dðc; aÞ ¼ ProbabilityfLOSEðcÞ=plev elc ðaÞg

ð9Þ

The next algorithm shows the computation of d using
plev elc ðt; aÞ deﬁned in the previous section. It calculates the function d for a given player level and an array of challenge session
traces, recorded for a speciﬁc challenge. Thus, the function need
not know for which challenge the calculus is done, as it only gets
the session traces of a speciﬁc challenge.

The problem we are facing, when deﬁning global abilities over
multiple challenges, is that we will not ﬁnd the same ability level
(Eq. 7) for every challenge. A player may aim poorly and rated as
bad for the aiming ability on a hard challenge because targets are
moving really fast and be rated as good on a much easier challenge.
The probability that Eq. 7 gives us will not be the same depending
on the challenge, because the context of the challenge will inﬂuence it.
To transform the local ability given by Eq. 7 into a global one,
we propose to observe the local ability ratings the same player gets
when playing two different challenges successively. If we make the
rough approximation that the player level as not raised a lot between these consecutive challenges and thus consider it constant,
the two ratings we get are the measure of the same ability value
within two different challenges contexts. Given many examples
of consecutive local ability ratings, we may ﬁnd a function mapping these local abilities to a global one. As a result, we may then
deﬁne the difﬁculty of these challenges over the same global ability. These proposition must be further explored through experimentation though.

6.5. Understanding the player’s abilities that really counts
1 function delta(Ability a, Level l, Trace T[])
2
return ﬂoat
3{
4 var nbsuccess=0; //To count the successes
5 var nbtotal=0; //Total counter
6
7 foreach trace t of T
8
{
9
//Take only the traces corresponding to the level we want
10
if(plevel(a,t)==l)
11
{
12
if(result(t)==‘‘win’’)
13
nbsuccess++;
14
nbtotal++;
15
}
16 }
17
18 return nbsuccess/nbtotal;
19}

The automated system we proposed is primarily designed to get
a clear, synthetic view of a challenge difﬁculty, that is, the probability the player has to loose the challenge. But it can also be very
useful to understand how this difﬁculty is created, that is, the core
components that make the game hard or easy.
Indeed, the designer has an idea of the abilities the player has to
master in order to rule the game. In a shooting game, the player has
to move fast, remember the map layout, aim precisely, use certain
strategies. But if the designer can, from his through understanding
of the gameplay he created, identify the player abilities, he may not
exactly know which one of them is the most important, which one
of them really makes an actual player win or lose the game.
That why aside from calculating each challenge ability, we designed our software to output a graphical view of the Eq. 5, as well
as useful statistical values, such as a linear regression. That way,
the designer can visualize the link between any ability he can evaluate as a short term goal and the difﬁculty of the game, and get a
better understanding of the abilities that really count, regarding a
speciﬁc challenge.

7. Conclusion
6.4. From local to global abilities
In the previous section, we proposed a way to measure the
player abilities to win a challenge. These abilities can be called local,
because we are only deﬁning and measuring them in the context of
a speciﬁc challenge. However, we explained in Section 5.2 that what
the player learns in a challenge is often useful in the next one, and
we deﬁned a relation between atomic and higher level challenges.
As a result, many abilities must be shared between challenges: if
the player learns to do a speciﬁc task to win a challenge, a higher
level challenge of the same type has many chances to rely on the
same kind of ability, but with different difﬁculty settings.
Thus, it would be interesting for the game designer to deﬁne
global abilities, shared between a set of challenges, and thus
compare the difﬁculty of these challenges for a given level of
this global ability. If the player must be good at aiming for
any challenge of the game, it would be much more interesting
to know the probability he has to lose each challenge given
his general ability to aim, because we may then compare the
challenges between them.

There is a lack of a precise deﬁnition of difﬁculty in games, and
more important, game designer lack of methodology and tools to
measure it. In this paper, we perform a ﬁrst step to ﬁll this gap.
Our approach is twofold: ﬁrst, we propose a precise and measurable deﬁnition of difﬁculty for challenges in a game on behold of
the past experience of the player, and second, we provide a method
to explore one speciﬁc aspect of difﬁculty in challenges: the relation between what the player learns and the probability he has
of overcoming that particular challenge.
In a ﬁrst experiment using a synthetic player and a basic AI driven player, we are able to extract objective difﬁculty measures out
of a simple game. As a generalization, we propose a measurable
deﬁnition of difﬁculty based on the past experience of the player.
This notion uses the set of challenge the player has tried to solve,
and deﬁne the difﬁculty of a challenge as the probability to lose
over time. The obtained function is measurable under two
hypothesis: the game design provides a clear speciﬁcation of
challenges; we are able to constrain the players to a speciﬁc follow
up of challenges while recording the results of their playing ses-
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sions. This ﬁrst measure provides a general vision of the game
difﬁculty.
As a complementary measure, we explore more thoroughly the
player learning when playing a game. More precisely, we propose
to measure the quality in the execution by the player of some basic
behaviours he learns and practices while playing, and which has
been previously identiﬁed by the game designer as important to
overcome a given challenge. We call abilities these basic behaviours, that we assume to be measurable during a session game.
We propose then to calculate the relation between the level of
mastering of a particular ability and the probability the player
has to lose a given challenge.
These measures can provide insights to game designer when
trying to assess different aspects of a gameplay. They can help
them to determine the importance of an ability for a speciﬁc challenge, or to compare challenges on the basis of one speciﬁc ability.
The next step of our research is to implement both measures in different types of games, and to experiment them using real players.
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